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Sarah Johnson knows the 

message because she has 

lived it as a school leader.  

Sarah’s message is timely, 

authentic, and vital.

-Dr. Nick Pace, University 
of Nebraska-Lincoln
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Highlighted Topics

Going Beyond Work-Life Balance to 
Ignite Passion and Thrive

Work-Life Balance at the 50/50 formula is a 
myth. Let me help you break out of that 
paradigm and embrace a more robust and 
accessible definition. You will leave 
empowered to strive for satisfying immersion 
in all aspects of your full life!

Leading Women Who Thrive at Home, 
Work, and Life
Tailored specifically to meet dynamic women 
leaders where they are and help them reflect, 
prioritize, and ignite!

Leading with F.A.I.T.H. over Fear
F.A.I.T.H. is an acronym leading participants 
through focused exercises in self awareness, 
prioritizing goals, and developing emotional 
intelligence (EQ). Come ready to lead with 
more courage tomorrow!

*More topics available upon request as well as on 
Sarah’s website. 

Professional Bio
Sarah Johnson brings classroom teaching and building 
leadership insights to her message.

She holds a Bachelor’s Degree in Secondary English 
Education, Masters Degree in Educational 
Administration, and a professional certificate for Women 
in Leadership.  She is Co-Author of Balance Like a 
Pirate: Going Beyond Work-Life Balance to Ignite 
Passion and Thrive as an Educator.

She is founder of In AWE, LLC, a Wisconsin based 
company focused on amplifying and empowering 
women. 

Highlighted Speaking Engagements:

Offering Options

1 hour workshop 

Overview and goal take-aways through 
storytelling and goal setting.

Keynote address 

Deep dive into specific topic with 
resources and stories to impact.

Half and Full Day Seminars
Engagement into topics with exercises to develop self-awareness, 

deeper understanding, and goal setting. Participants receive 
resources and follow up communication methods to engage beyond. 

Sarah’s presentation impacted us all in 

a deep and meaningful manner!

    -Geraldine Mueller, Principal 
Solon Springs School District

Connect with 
Sarah to learn 
more or book.

“Live now the way you want 
to be remembered.” 

https://sarahsajohnson.com/
https://bit.ly/2PrXLr2
https://bit.ly/2DfA6V1
http://bit.ly/2RnkoKn

